Automatic fire

suppression system

Simple and cost-effective automatic fire suppression!

The system operation
The BlazeCut system is designed tor protection of small enclosures with greater risk of fire. BlazeCut operates automatically
without any power supply by detecting higher temperatures. When the temperature in the protected enclosure rises to
a critica! threshold, the heat sensitive BlazeCut Tube melts down at the point where the affecting temperature is the highest.
Melting the BlazeCut Tube creates a hole releasing the entire extinguishing agent stored in the BlazeCut Tube directly onto the
source of the fire.
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Engine compartments of vehicles, machines,
pleasure boats, earthmoving equipment
Electrical, IT servers and battery cabinets
Vending machines, POS machines, ATMs
Electrical charging stations
Enclosures with audio-video devices
Small generators, lighting towers
Farming & agricultural machinery

Extinguishing Agent
BlazeCut T Series system uses HFC-227ea and HFC-236fa extinguishing agents. Bath extinguishing agents are world-wide
known and accepted clean agents used tor volume fire suppression with very high effectivity, zero ozone depletion potential
and safe to people. lt is the agent of choice tor protection of enclosures where any residue would cause harm to the protected
sensitive devices.
HFC-227ea clean agent is UL Recognised and FM Approved and is an
environmentally preferred substitute tor Halon 1301.
HFC-236fa clean agent is UL Recognised and an environmentally preferred
substitute tor Halon 1211.
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Contact Details
Authorised Oealer

Global Sales & Distribution:
BlazeCut Distribution
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Sydney, Australia
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sales@blazecut.com
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+61 2 8006 1300

SenseTek Fire & Security Solutions
Abberdaan 162 │1046 AB │ Amsterdam
T: +31(0)20 6131611 │ F: +31(0)20 6132212
www.sensetek.nl info@sensetek.nl

www.blazecut.com

Manufacturing:
BlazeCut s.r.o
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Bernolákovo, Slovakia

BlazeCut® is a registered Trademark of BlazeCut s.r.o.
Avimech Pty Lid (trading as BlazeCut) is the Global distributor of
Blazecut. The contents and information contained in this brochure
are believed to be accurate at the time of publication. Il you believe
that any content contained in this brochure is not accurate or you
have any concerns regarding the content, please advise BlazeCut.
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